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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
FORT LAUDERDALE DIVISION
GRISEL ALONSO, as Receiver for
Elm Tree Investment Advisors, LLC,
Elm Tree Investment Fund, LP,
Elm Tree 'e'Conomy Fund, LP,
Elm Tree Motion Opportunity, LP, and
Etopia, LP

17-cv-61390
Case No. ______________________
Proceeding Ancillary to
No. 15-CV-60082-Dimitrouleas/Snow

Plaintiff,
v.
VICTOR ELMALEH, an individual,
MERCEDES ELMALEH, an individual,
1925333 ONTARIO INC. d/b/a CLEARTECH
COMPUTING SYSTEM, a Canadian corporation,
ENGAGE MARKETING GROUP, INC., a
Canadian corporation, and
M3 DESIGNS, LP a Delaware partnership.
Defendants.
________________________________________/
COMPLAINT
Plaintiff, Grisel Alonso (the "Receiver"), as Receiver for Elm Tree Investment Advisors,
LLC, Elm Tree Investment Fund, LP, Elm Tree 'e'Conomy Fund, LP, Elm Tree Motion
Opportunity, LP, and Etopia, LP hereby files this Complaint against Victor Elmaleh, Mercedes
Elmaleh, 1925333 Ontario Inc. d/b/a Cleartech Computing System, Engage Marketing Group
Inc., and M3 Designs, and alleges as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

On January 15, 2015, the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC")

commenced an action in the United District Court for the Southern District of Florida, styled
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Securities and Exchange Commission v. Frederic Elm f/k/a Frederic Elmaleh, et al., Case No.
15-cv-3--5/ 'h\Y r=caa]gg]cb JfcWYYX]b[s(+
2.

The SEC's Complaint for Injunctive and Other Relief alleges that between no later

than November 2013 to January 2015, Defendants Frederic Elm f/k/a Frederic Elmaleh ("Fred
Elm") and Defendants Elm Tree Investment Advisors, LLC ("ETIA"), Elm Tree Investment
Fund, LP ("ETIF"), Elm Tree 'e'Conomy Fund, LP ("ETEF"), and Elm Tree Motion Opportunity,
LP ("ETMO") (collectively, the "Receivership Entities") engaged in a fraudulent securities
"Ponzi" scheme through the offer and sale of fraudulent investments that raised more than $17
million from more than 50 investors (the "Fraudulent Scheme").
3.

Fred Elm was the ultimate owner of the Receivership Entities and had the ability

or ultimate right to control their operations. The Receivership Entities were used to perpetrate
the Fraudulent Scheme by acting as conduits for funneling investor money to or from investors
and to loot the Receivership Entities for the benefit of Fred Elm and his family members.
4.

The Commission Proceeding alleges that Fred Elm misappropriated at least $2

million in investor funds to pay for personal items and expenses and by making improper
payments including to his wife, Amanda Elm f/k/a Amanda Elmaleh.
5.

On January 16, 2015, Judge William Dimitrouleas of the United States District

Court for the Southern District of Florida entered an order in the Commission Proceeding (the
rKYWY]jYfg\]d IfXYfs( Uddc]bh]b[ Af]gY` ;`cbgc Ug Receiver for the Receivership Entities. A true
and correct copy of the Receivership Order is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
6.

M\Y KYWY]jYf kUg Uddc]bhYX difgiUbh hc h\Y =cifhtg ]b\YfYbh Yei]hm dckYfg hc

carry out the purposes of the Commission Proceeding, which was brought pursuant to the
Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
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7.

Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver is ordered to, among other

h\]b[g) rRhSU_Y ]aaYX]UhY dcggYgg]cb cZ U`` dfcdYfhm) UggYhg UbX Ygtates of every kind of [the
KYWY]jYfg\]d ?bh]h]YgS p UbX ]bgh]hihY giW\ UWh]cbg UbX `Y[U` dfcWYYX]b[g p Ug h\Y KYWY]jYf
XYYag bYWYggUfm p U[U]bgh Ubm hfUbgZYfg cZ acbYm cf ch\Yf dfcWYYXg X]fYWh`m cf ]bX]fYWh`m
traceable from investors in [the Receivership ?bh]h]YgSs+
8.

By order dated February 10, 2017, the Court expanded the Receivership to

]bW`iXY ?hcd]U FJ 'r?hcd]Us(+ R>+?+ .4/S+ ;g giW\) ?hcd]U ]g cbY cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?bh]h]Yg+
9.

This action by the Receiver against Defendants is brought pursuant to the

Receivership Order, which, among other things, charged the Receiver with marshaling assets of
the Receivership Estate for the benefit of defrauded investors and asserting causes of action as
the Receiver deems necessary.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
10.

This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) because it is an ancillary action to the Commission Proceeding,
over which this Court has federal question jurisdiction. This Complaint is brought to accomplish
the objectives of the Receivership Order and to seek recovery of funds that Defendants received
resulting from the Fraudulent Scheme outlined in the Commission Proceeding. Therefore,
supplemental jurisdiction is proper in the Southern District of Florida because the claims raised
in this Complaint are so related to the claims involved in the Commission Proceeding that they
form part of the same case or controversy under Article III of the United States Constitution.
11.

The Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to Section 48.193,

Florida Statutes, because: (i) Defendants committed torts within the state; or (ii) Defendants
voluntarily participated and engaged in a business venture in this State, which is the Fraudulent
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Scheme from which the Receiver's claims arise; and (iii) Defendants have sufficient minimum
contacts with the State of Florida to satisfy due process requirements, such that the exercise or
personal jurisdiction over them is fair and just.
12.

Venue in this District and Division is proper because a substantial part of the

events giving rise to the claims occurred in this District, because this action is related to the
Commission Proceeding pending in this District, and because the Receiver was appointed by the
Court in this District.
PARTIES
13.

Plaintiff Grisel Alonso is the duly appointed and acting Receiver for the

Receivership Entities.
14.

Defendant 1925333 Ontario Inc., doing business as Cleartech Computing System

'r==Ls() ]g U =UbUX]Ub WcfdcfUh]cb k]h\ ]hg df]bW]dU` d`UWY cZ Vig]bYss in Thornhill, Ontario,
Canada.
15.

>YZYbXUbh ?b[U[Y GUf_Yh]b[ Afcid CbW+ 'r?b[U[Ys( ]g U =UbUX]Ub WcfdcfUh]cb

with its principal place of business in Thornhill, Ontario, Canada.
16.

>YZYbXUbh G0 >Yg][bg 'rG0s( ]g U >Y`UkUfY dUfhbYfg\]d k]h\ ]hg df]bW]dU` d`UWY

of business in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
17.

Defendant Victor Elmaleh is an individual who, upon information and belief,

fYg]XYg ]b M\cfb\]``) IbhUf]c) =UbUXU+ O]Whcf ?`aU`Y\ ]g @fYX ?`atg ZUh\Yf+ Ndcb ]bZcfaUh]cb
UbX VY`]YZ) O]Whcf ?`aU`Y\ ]g h\Y rckbYfs cZ ?hopia, and a beneficial owner of CCS and M3.
Upon information and belief, Victor Elmaleh exercises control over CCS and M3.
18.

Defendant Mercedes Elmaleh is an individual who, upon information and belief,

resides in Thornhill, Ontario, Canada. Mercedes Elmale\ ]g @fYX ?`atg ach\Yf UbX O]Whcf
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?`aU`Y\tg k]ZY+ Ndcb ]bZcfaUh]cb UbX VY`]YZ) GYfWYXYg ?`aU`Y\ ]g U VYbYZ]W]U` ckbYf cZ
Engage and exercises control over Engage.
19.

==L) G0) UbX ?b[U[Y UfY) Uh h]aYg) Wc``YWh]jY`m fYZYffYX hc Ug h\Y r?`aU`Y\

?bh]h]Yg+s
20.

Victor Elmaleh, Mercedes Elmaleh, and the Elmaleh Entities are, at times,

Wc``YWh]jY`m fYZYffYX hc Ug h\Y r?`aU`Y\ >YZYbXUbhg+s
FACTS
A. The Fraudulent Scheme
21.

Fred Elm, through the sale of securities in ETIF, ETEF, ETMO, and Etopia

(collectively, the "Elm Tree Funds"), raised at least $17 million from more than 50 investors.
22.

Fred Elm was the founder and managing director of ETIA and the general partner

and manager of the Elm Tree Funds.
23.

The offering documents for the Elm Tree Funds provided that Fred Elm and ETIA

would charge a 2% annual management fee, but would not receive any additional fees unless and
until the Elm Tree Funds made a profit. But Fred Elm and ETIA invested only a portion of the
investor funds raised.
24.

At no point did Fred Elm or the Elm Tree Funds earn a profit that would have

entitled them to additional fees under the offering documents. Instead, Fred Elm and ETIA used
the majority of the funds to pay back investors in Ponzi-like fashion and for Fred Elm's own
personal use.
25.

Fred Elm misappropriated at least $2 million in investor funds to pay for personal

items and expenses such as a home, high-end furnishings, and other personal items such as
automobiles, jewelry, and daily living expenses.
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26.

Investors sent their investment funds to Fred Elm by wire transfer or by mailing a

check. Fred Elm initially deposited investor funds into bank accounts held by ETIA, the Elm
Tree Funds, or his own personal bank account. Fred Elm then transferred the money back and
forth between the various accounts and commingled money invested in one of the Elm Tree
Funds with money invested in the others.
27.

The Elm Tree Funds did not generate a profit. While Fred Elm invested a portion

of investor funds, he used the vast majority of the funds to repay other investors in a Ponzi
scheme, and to fund his own personal expenses and the expenses of his wife, Amanda Elm.
28.

Fred Elm defrauded investors through his control of the Receivership Entities.

29.

A large number of investors in the Elm Tree Funds received no distributions from

the Elm Tree Funds of purported trading or other investment profits, or they received such
distributions in an amount that was less than the amount they invested. As such, each of those
investors suffered a net loss.
30.

Etopia was formed in or about late September or early October 2014, at a time

after Fred Elm began receiving inquiries and requests for information from the SEC related to
the other Elm Tree Funds. It appears Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh, and possibly other related
individuals, opened Etopia in an attempt to receive new investment dollars and to continue the
Fraudulent Scheme, described above, while avoiding detection by the SEC. Specifically, Etopia
registration documents were filed naming Victor Elmaleh as the contact person on or about
September 30, 2014.
31.

Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh marketed Etopia as Elm Tree Etopia Fund, LP, with

ETIA as its General Partner and Fund Manager.
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32.

Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh listed ETIA as the primary contact for inquiries

related to Etopia, including in marketing materials that contained ETIA's address and telephone
number, and Fred Elm's e-mail address.
33.

Fred Elm, among others, solicited investments in Etopia from victims who also

invested in the other Receivership Entities.
34.

Upon information and belief, Victor Elmaleh referred investors to the

Receivership Entities and his son, Fred Elm, in Florida.
35.

Upon information and belief, Victor Elmaleh had at least one registered vehicle in

Florida.
36.

Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh received new investment funds in Etopia before

ultimately transferring all of the funds out of Etopia and into companies beneficially owned by
O]Whcf ?`aU`Y\ UbX GYfWYXYg ?`aU`Y\) @fYX ?`atg ZUh\Yf UbX ach\Yf+ M\]g kUg U Wcbh]biUh]cb cZ
the Fraudulent Scheme.
37.

Upon information and belief, Fred Elm, Victor Elmaleh, and Mercedes Elmaleh

used Etopia as an extension of the Fraudulent Scheme conducted through the other Elm Tree
Funds after the SEC began its formal inquiry into the conduct.
38.

While the Receiver was in the process of marshalling the assets of the

Receivership Estate, Fred Elm requested that he be permitted to keep certain assets that he
claimed had deep personal meaning if he paid fair market value in exchange for them.
39.

N`h]aUhY`m) @fYX ?`atg ZUh\Yf UbX ach\Yf) O]Whcf UbX GYfWYXYg ?`aU`Y\) dUid fair

market value for their son to keep those assets using a joint bank account. Before accepting
payment from them, the Receiver required a sworn declaration from Victor Elmaleh that the
funds being used to pay the Receiver in Florida were from his personal savings account and that
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the account did not directly or indirectly receive money from any of the individuals or entities
bUaYX ]b h\Y L?=tg Wcad`U]bh+
40.

Victor and Mercedes Elmaleh intentionally and willfully availed themselves to

this jurisdiction in connection with these Court-approved purchases from the Receivership.
B. The Transfers to Defendants
41.

From October 15, 2014 to February 4, 2015, millions of dollars received from

investors in Etopia were deposited in Etopia's account in connection with the Fraudulent
Scheme. Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh improperly transferred those investors' funds to third
parties, including the Elmaleh Defendants.
42.

All of the money that Fred Elm and Victor Elmaleh wrongfully caused to be

transferred to the Elmaleh Defendants was diverted and misappropriated in furtherance of the
Fraudulent Scheme. Thus, all of the money transferred to the Elmaleh Defendants was
improperly diverted assets of Etopia and thus belongs to the Receivership Estate.
43.

The Elmaleh Defendants exercise of dominion and control over the money

transferred to them by Etopia is a wrongful deprivation of property that belongs to the
Receivership Estate.
44.

To allow the Elmaleh Defendants to keep the funds transferred by Victor Elmaleh

and Fred Elm from Etopia would be inequitable and unjust, including to the investors of the Elm
Tree Funds.
45.

All conditions precedent to filing this action have been performed, occurred, or

have been waived.
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1. The Transfers to 1925333 Ontario Inc. d/b/a Cleartech Computing System
46.

From December 5, 2014 to February 4, 2015, CCS received the following

transfers from Etopia for the benefit of Victor Elmaleh: (a) on or about December 5, 2014,
Etopia transferred $65,500.00 via wire to CCS; (b) on or about December 29, 2014, Etopia
transferred $93,875.00 via wire to CCS; (c) on or about January 13, 2015, Etopia transferred
$174,925.00 via wire to CCS; (d) on or about January 20, 2015, Etopia transferred $297,800.85
via wire to CCS; (e) on or about January 26, 2015, Etopia transferred $265,000.00 via wire to
CCS; and (f) on or about February 4, 2015, Etopia transferred $89,552.65 via wire to CCS.
47.

In all, CCS received transfers of funds in the amount of $986,653.50 (collectively,

the "CCS Transfers"), all of which were derived from the fraud perpetrated upon investors by
Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm through use of the Receivership Entities.
48.

The Receivership Entities did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange

for the CCS Transfers, which were made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate.
2. The Transfers to Engage Marketing Group, Inc.
49.

From January 5, 2015 to January 30, 2015, Engage received the following

transfers from Etopia for the benefit of Mercedes Elmaleh: (a) on or about January 5, 2015,
Etopia transferred $54,990.00 via wire to Engage; (b) on or about January 15, 2015, Etopia
transferred $119,556.80.00 via wire to Engage; and (c) on or about January 30, 2015, Etopia
transferred $189,506.50 via wire to Engage.
50.

In all, Engage received transfers of funds in the amount of $364,063.30

(collectively, the "Engage Transfers"), all of which were derived from the Fraudulent Scheme
perpetrated upon investors by Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm through use of the Receivership
Entities.
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51.

The Receivership Entities did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange

for the Engage Transfers, which were made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate.
3. The Transfers to M3 Designs
52.

From December 18, 2014 to February 2, 2015, M3 received the following

transfers from Etopia for the benefit of Victor Elmaleh: (a) on or about December 18, 2014,
Etopia transferred $190,000.00 via check to M3; (b) on or about January 2, 2015, Etopia
transferred $96,507.50 via check to M3; (c) on or about January 16, 2015, Etopia transferred
$245,500.00 via check to M3; and (d) on or about February 2, 2015, Etopia transferred $97,500
via check to M3.
53.

In all, M3 received transfers of funds in the amount of $629,507.50 (collectively,

the "M3 Transfers"), all of which were derived from the Fraudulent Scheme perpetrated upon
investors by Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm through use of the Receivership Entities.
54.

The Receivership Entities did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange

for the M3 Transfers, which were made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate.
C. Alter Ego
55.

Upon information and belief, CCS, Engage, and M3 are the alter egos of Victor

Elmaleh and Mercedes Elmaleh.
56.

Upon information and belief, CCS, Engage, and M3 were established by Victor

Elmaleh and Mercedes Elmaleh to act as vehicles to obtain fraudulently transferred funds out of
the Receivership Estate, and to defraud creditors.
57.

Upon information and belief, Victor Elmaleh and Mercedes Elmaleh created CCS,

Engage, and M3 to be sham entities without any separate legal existence or purpose.
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58.

Consistent with the Fraudulent Scheme and the use of Etopia to extend that

Fraudulent Scheme, upon information and belief, CCS, Engage, and M3 were all incorporated in
mid-to-late 2014, around the same time Etopia was formed.
COUNT 1 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.105, Florida Statutes
(Against CCS)
59.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
60.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to CCS pursuant to

Section 726.105, Florida Statutes.
61.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, transferred a total of $986,653.50

to CCS in the CCS Transfers.
62.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to CCS of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have a right to repayment of those funds from CCS.
63.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have

a claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
64.

The CCS Transfers were inherently fraudulent because they were made as part of

Fred Elm's Fraudulent Scheme. The Receiver, as the representative of the Receivership Entities,
is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh
and Fred Elm caused to be made to CCS because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the CCS
Transfers as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
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65.

The transfers to CCS were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.105(1)(a)

because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, made the transfers with actual intent to
hinder, delay, or defraud creditors of Fred Elm and the Elm Tree Funds.
66.

The transfers to CCS were also fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.105(1)(b)

because the transfers were made without Etopia receiving a reasonably equivalent value in
exchange for the transfers and because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm: (i) were engaged or were
about to engage in a business or transaction for which their remaining assets were unreasonably
small in relation to the business or transaction; or (ii) intended to incur, or believed or reasonably
should have believed they would incur, debts beyond their ability to pay as they became due.
67.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

CCS, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to CCS, and to any
other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
68.

On behalf of Etopia and the Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid

and recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the CCS Transfers out
of Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
69.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the CCS Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant CCS for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
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COUNT 2 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.106, Florida Statutes
(Against CCS)
70.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
71.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to CCS pursuant to

Section 726.106, Florida Statutes.
72.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm transferred a total of $986,653.50 to CCS.

73.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to CCS of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
the Receiver and Receivership Entities have a right to repayment of those funds from CCS.
74.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and Receiver have a

claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
75.

The transfers to CCS were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.106(1) because

Etopia did not receive a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfers and Fred Elm
and the Receivership Entities were insolvent at all relevant times.
76.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

CCS, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to CCS, and to any
other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
77.

On behalf of the Etopia and Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid

and recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the CCS Transfers out
of Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
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78.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the CCS Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant CCS for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 3 - Unjust Enrichment
(Against CCS)
79.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
80.

This unjust enrichment claim is asserted in the alternative, in the event the

statutory remedies do not provide an adequate remedy at law.
81.

Through the CCS Transfers, Etopia, a Receivership entity, conferred a substantial

benefit on CCS.
82.

CCS knowingly and voluntarily accepted and retained a benefit in the form of the

CCS Transfers.
83.

==Ltg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\]g VYbYZ]h ]g ]bYei]hUV`Y UbX ib^igh VYWUigY) inter alia, CCS

failed to provide anything of value to Etopia in exchange for the benefit, the CCS Transfers were
made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate and investors in Etopia, and the CCS Transfers
dissipated assets of Etopia that could have been otherwise available to the Receivership Estate.
84.

Allowing CCS to retain the CCS Transfers would unjustly enrich CCS to the

detriment of the Receivership Estate, and would allow Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm to benefit
from their involvement in the Fraudulent Scheme.
85.

Accordingly, the Receiver, on behalf of the Receivership Entities, is entitled to

the return of that money through disgorgement or any other applicable remedy.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant CCS for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 4 - Conversion
(Against CCS)
86.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
87.

CCS accepted the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers with an intent to

YlYfW]gY ckbYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ dcggYgg]cb hc h\Y
funds transferred in the CCS Transfers.
88.

CCS retained the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers, exercises dominion and

control over the funds, and refuses to return the funds to the Receivership Estate, despite pre-suit
demand.
89.

==Ltg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ==L MfUbgZYfg ]g U kfcb[Zi`

deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate, and an act in derogation
cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant CCS for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 5 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.105, Florida Statutes
(Against Engage)
90.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
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91.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to Engage pursuant to

Section 726.105, Florida Statutes.
92.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, transferred a total of $364,063.30

to Engage in the Engage Transfers.
93.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to Engage of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership
Estate, the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have a right to repayment of those funds from
Engage.
94.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have

a claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
95.

The Engage Transfers were inherently fraudulent because they were made as part

of Fred Elm's Fraudulent Scheme. The Receiver, as the representative of the Receivership
Entities, is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the amount of the transfers that Victor
Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to Engage because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm
caused the Engage Transfers as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
96.

The transfers to Engage were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.105(1)(a)

because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, made the transfers with actual intent to
hinder, delay, or defraud creditors of Fred Elm and the Elm Tree Funds.
97.

The transfers to Engage were also fraudulent under Florida Statutes §

726.105(1)(b) because the transfers were made without Etopia receiving a reasonably equivalent
value in exchange for the transfers and because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm: (i) were engaged
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or were about to engage in a business or transaction for which their remaining assets were
unreasonably small in relation to the business or transaction; or (ii) intended to incur, or believed
or reasonably should have believed they would incur, debts beyond their ability to pay as they
became due.
98.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

Engage, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to Engage, and to
any other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
99.

On behalf of Etopia and the Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid

and recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the Engage Transfers
out of Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
100.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the Engage Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Engage for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all
costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 6 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.106, Florida Statutes
(Against Engage)
101.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
102.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to Engage pursuant to

Section 726.106, Florida Statutes.
103.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm transferred a total of $364,063.30 to Engage.
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104.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to Engage of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership
Estate, the Receiver and Receivership Entities have a right to repayment of those funds from
Engage.
105.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and Receiver have a

claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
106.

The transfers to Engage were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.106(1)

because Etopia did not receive a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfers and
Fred Elm and the Receivership Entities were insolvent at all relevant times.
107.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

Engage, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to Engage, and to
any other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
108.

On behalf of Etopia and Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and

recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the Engage Transfers out of
Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
109.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the Engage Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Engage for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all
costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
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COUNT 7 - Unjust Enrichment
(Against Engage)
110.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
111.

This unjust enrichment claim is asserted in the alternative, in the event the

statutory remedies do not provide an adequate remedy at law.
112.

Through the Engage Transfers, Etopia, a Receivership entity, conferred a

substantial benefit on Engage.
113.

Engage knowingly and voluntarily accepted and retained a benefit in the form of

the Engage Transfers.
114.

?b[U[Ytg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\]g VYbYZ]h ]g ]bYei]hUV`Y UbX ib^igh VYWUigY) inter alia,

Engage failed to provide anything of value to Etopia in exchange for the benefit, the Engage
Transfers were made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate and investors in Etopia, and the
Engage Transfers dissipated assets of Etopia that could have been otherwise available to the
Receivership Estate.
115.

Allowing Engage to retain the Engage Transfers would unjustly enrich Engage to

the detriment of the Receivership Estate, and would allow Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm to
benefit from their involvement in the Fraudulent Scheme.
116.

Accordingly, the Receiver, on behalf of the Receivership Entities, is entitled to

the return of that money through disgorgement or any other applicable remedy.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Engage for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all
costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
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COUNT 8 - Conversion
(Against Engage)
117.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
118.

Engage accepted the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers with an intent to

YlYfW]gY ckbYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ dcggYgg]cb hc h\Y
funds transferred in the Engage Transfers.
119.

Engage retained the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers, exercises

dominion and control over the funds, and refuses to return the funds to the Receivership Estate,
despite pre-suit demand.
120.

?b[U[Ytg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ?b[U[Y MfUbgZYfg ]g U kfcb[Zi`

deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate, and an act in derogation
cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Engage for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all
costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 9 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.105, Florida Statutes
(Against M3)
121.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
122.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to M3 pursuant to Section

726.105, Florida Statutes.
123.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, transferred a total of $629,507.50

to M3 in the M3 Transfers.
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124.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to M3 of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have a right to repayment of those funds from M3.
125.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and the Receiver have

a claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
126.

The M3 Transfers were inherently fraudulent because they were made as part of

Fred Elm's Fraudulent Scheme. The Receiver, as the representative of the Receivership Entities,
is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh
and Fred Elm caused to be made to M3 because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the M3
Transfers as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
127.

The transfers to M3 were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.105(1)(a)

because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, through Etopia, made the transfers with actual intent to
hinder, delay, or defraud creditors of Fred Elm and the Elm Tree Funds.
128.

The transfers to M3 were also fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.105(1)(b)

because the transfers were made without Etopia receiving a reasonably equivalent value in
exchange for the transfers and because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm: (i) were engaged or were
about to engage in a business or transaction for which their remaining assets were unreasonably
small in relation to the business or transaction; or (ii) intended to incur, or believed or reasonably
should have believed they would incur, debts beyond their ability to pay as they became due.
129.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

M3, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
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amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to M3, and to any
other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
130.

On behalf of Etopia and the Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid

and recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the M3 Transfers out of
Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
131.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the M3 Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant M3 for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 10 - Fraudulent Transfer under Section 726.106, Florida Statutes
(Against M3)
132.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
133.

This is a claim to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers to M3 pursuant to Section

726.106, Florida Statutes.
134.

Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm transferred a total of $629,507.50 to M3.

135.

By Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm intentionally and wrongfully causing the

transfer to M3 of funds received from investors properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
the Receiver and Receivership Entities have a right to repayment of those funds from M3.
136.

In light of this right to repayment, the Receivership Estate and Receiver have a

claim against Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm, and consequently are creditors under Florida's
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Accordingly, Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm are debtors under
that Act.
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137.

The transfers to M3 were fraudulent under Florida Statutes § 726.106(1) because

Etopia did not receive a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfers and Fred Elm
and the Receivership Entities were insolvent at all relevant times.
138.

On behalf of Etopia, a Receivership entity, from which money was transferred to

M3, directly or indirectly, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and recover transfers equal to the
amount of the transfers that Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused to be made to M3, and to any
other pertinent remedy, including those available under Florida Statutes § 726.108.
139.

On behalf of Etopia and Receivership Estate, the Receiver is entitled to avoid and

recover those transfers because Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm caused the M3 Transfers out of
Etopia, a Receivership entity, as part of the Fraudulent Scheme.
140.

The Receivership Estate has been damaged and diminished as a direct and

proximate result of the M3 Transfers.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant M3 for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 11 - Unjust Enrichment
(Against M3)
141.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
142.

This unjust enrichment claim is asserted in the alternative, in the event the

statutory remedies do not provide an adequate remedy at law.
143.

Through the M3 Transfers, Etopia, a Receivership entity, conferred a substantial

benefit on M3.
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144.

M3 knowingly and voluntarily accepted and retained a benefit in the form of the

M3 Transfers.
145.

G0tg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\]g VYbYZ]h ]g ]bYei]hUV`Y UbX ib^igh VYWUigY) inter alia, M3

failed to provide anything of value to Etopia in exchange for the benefit, the M3 Transfers were
made to the detriment of the Receivership Estate and investors in Etopia, and the M3 Transfers
dissipated assets of Etopia that could have been otherwise available to the Receivership Estate.
146.

Allowing M3 to retain the M3 Transfers would unjustly enrich M3 to the

detriment of the Receivership Estate, and would allow Victor Elmaleh and Fred Elm to benefit
from their involvement in the Fraudulent Scheme.
147.

Accordingly, the Receiver, on behalf of the Receivership Entities, is entitled to

the return of that money through disgorgement or any other applicable remedy.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant M3 for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 12 - Conversion
(Against M3)
148.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
149.

M3 accepted the funds transferred in the M3 Transfers with an intent to exercise

ckbYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ dcggYgg]cb hc h\Y ZibXg
transferred in the M3 Transfers.
150.

M3 retained the funds transferred in the M3 Transfers, exercises dominion and

control over the funds, and refuses to return the funds to the Receivership Estate, despite pre-suit
demand.
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151.

G0tg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y G0 MfUbgZYfg ]g U krongful

deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate, and an act in derogation
cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant M3 for all damages incurred including, but not limited to, all costs
and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 13 - Conversion
(Against Victor Elmaleh)
152.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
153.

Upon information and belief, Victor Elmaleh accepted the funds transferred in the

CCS Transfers and M3 Transfers with an intent to exercise ownership that is inconsistent with
the ReceivYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ dcggYgg]cb hc h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ==L MfUbgZYfg UbX
M3 Transfers.
154.

Victor Elmaleh retained the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers and M3

Transfers, exercises dominion and control over those funds, and refuses to return those funds to
the Receivership Estate, despite pre-suit demand.
155.

O]Whcf ?`aU`Y\tg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ==L MfUbgZYfg UbX G0

Transfers is a wrongful deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
and an act in defc[Uh]cb cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Victor Elmaleh for all damages incurred including, but not limited
to, all costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
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COUNT 14 ` Aiding and Abetting Conversion
(Against Victor Elmaleh)
156.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
157.

CCS and M3 accepted the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers and M3

MfUbgZYfg k]h\ Ub ]bhYbh hc YlYfW]gY ckbYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg
right of possession to the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers and M3 Transfers.
158.

CCS and M3 retained the funds transferred in the CCS Transfers and M3

Transfers, exercise dominion and control over those funds, and refuse to return those funds to the
Receivership Estate, despite pre-suit demand.
159.

==Ltg UbX G0tg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXs transferred in the CCS Transfers and M3

Transfers is a wrongful deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate,
UbX Ub UWh ]b XYfc[Uh]cb cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
160.

Victor Elmaleh had knowledge of CCLtg UbX G0tg kfcb[Zi` WcbjYfg]cb cZ ZibXg

properly belonging to the Receivership Estate.
161.

Victor Elmaleh rendered substantial assistance to CCS and M3 in their wrongful

conversion of funds properly belonging to the Receivership Estate
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Victor Elmaleh for all damages incurred including, but not limited
to, all costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 15 - Conversion
(Against Mercedes Elmaleh)
162.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
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163.

Mercedes Elmaleh accepted the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers with an

intent to exercise ownYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ
possession to the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers.
164.

Mercedes Elmaleh retained the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers,

exercises dominion and control over those funds, and refuses to return those funds to the
Receivership Estate, despite pre-suit demand.
165.

GYfWYXYg ?`aU`Y\tg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ?b[U[Y MfUbgZYfg ]g U

wrongful deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate, and an act in
XYfc[Uh]cb cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Mercedes Elmaleh for all damages incurred including, but not
limited to, all costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 16 ` Aiding and Abetting Conversion
(Against Mercedes Elmaleh)
166.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
167.

Engage accepted the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers with an intent to

YlYfW]gY ckbYfg\]d h\Uh ]g ]bWcbg]ghYbh k]h\ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg f][\h cZ dcggYgg]cb hc h\Y
funds transferred in the Engage Transfers.
168.

Engage retained the funds transferred in the Engage Transfers, exercises

dominion and control over those funds, and refuses to return those funds to the Receivership
Estate, despite pre-suit demand.
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169.

?b[U[Ytg fYhYbh]cb cZ h\Y ZibXg hfUbgZYffYX ]b h\Y ?b[U[Y MfUbgZYfg ]g U kfcngful

deprivation of property properly belonging to the Receivership Estate, and an act in derogation
cZ h\Y KYWY]jYfg\]d ?ghUhYtg dcggYggcfm f][\h hc h\Y ZibXg+
170.

GYfWYXYg ?`aU`Y\ \UX _bck`YX[Y cZ ?b[U[Ytg kfcb[Zi` WcbjYfg]cb cZ ZibXg

properly belonging to the Receivership Estate.
171.

Mercedes Elmaleh rendered substantial assistance to Engage in its wrongful

conversion of funds properly belonging to the Receivership Estate
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against Defendant Mercedes Elmaleh for all damages incurred including, but not
limited to, all costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
COUNT 17 ` Civil Conspiracy
(Against All Elmaleh Defendants)
172.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1-58, as if fully stated herein.
173.

This is a cause of action for conspiracy against the Elmaleh Defendants.

174.

The Elmaleh Defendants, as detailed above, agreed and conspired to perform an

unlawful act or a lawful act by illegal meansqi.e., willingly and intentionally accepting the
fraudulent transfers of funds belonging to the Receivership Estate and converting those same
funds.
175.

The Elmaleh Defendants knowingly and willingly participated, directly or

indirectly, in the fraudulent transfer and conversion of funds properly belonging to the
Receivership Estate.
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176.

As detailed above, each Elmaleh Defendant performed one or more overt acts in

furtherance or pursuance of this illicit conspiracy to convert funds belonging to the Receivership
Estate.
177.

The Receivership Estate was damaged and continues to be damaged as a direct

UbX dfcl]aUhY fYgi`h cZ h\Y ?`aU`Y\ >YZYbXUbhgt Wcbgd]fUWm+
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Grisel Alonso, as Receiver, requests this Court to enter a
judgment against the Elmaleh Defendants for all damages incurred including, but not limited to,
all costs and prejudgment interest, and all other relief this Court deems just.
DATED: July 12, 2017
Respectfully submitted,
BROAD AND CASSEL LLP
Attorneys for Receiver
2 South Biscayne Boulevard, 21st Floor
Miami, FL 33131
Tel: (305) 373-9400
Fax: (305) 373-9443
By:
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s/Daniel S. Newman
Daniel S. Newman, P.A.
Florida Bar No. 0962767
dnewman@broadandcassel.com
Christopher Cavallo, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 0092305
ccavallo@broadandcassel.com
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Ecug!1<28.ex.724;1.ZZZZ!!!Fqewogpv!2.2!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1802303128!!!Rcig!5!qh!7
Ecug!1<26.ex.71193.YRF!!!Fqewogpv!24!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1202703126!!!Rcig!5!qh!7

Ecug!1<28.ex.724;1.ZZZZ!!!Fqewogpv!2.2!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1802303128!!!Rcig!6!qh!7
Ecug!1<26.ex.71193.YRF!!!Fqewogpv!24!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1202703126!!!Rcig!6!qh!7

Ecug!1<28.ex.724;1.ZZZZ!!!Fqewogpv!2.2!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1802303128!!!Rcig!7!qh!7
Ecug!1<26.ex.71193.YRF!!!Fqewogpv!24!!!Gpvgtgf!qp!HNUF!Fqemgv!1202703126!!!Rcig!7!qh!7

